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NW.
We have owed our property for more than 50 years.  We love our vintage 
neighborhood and we have welcomed the regrowth and development for the most 
part.  But we have great concerns regarding the structure size and number of 
potential units in question.  We will be losing most of our sun exposure from the west.  
And if the height restriction is relaxed more sun will be lost. We have already lost 
partial exposure to the east from the duplex that was built 8 or 9 years ago. If the 
proposed structure is over-height and takes up most of the adjacent lot the effect to 
our property is huge.  The impact will affect our landscaping plants, trees, and our 
personal sun exposure.  Additionally our privacy will also be affected. 

We accept that a four or five unit structure is inevitable. But ten residences on a lot 
that previously had one is excessive. There is already approval for a four unit 
structure directly across the street at 457 33 Avenue.  Adding even more units will 
have a tremendous adverse effect on our block.

Parking is a major concern. Fourth street is a snow route now, and we question if 
parking will be permitted at all in the future with the various infrastructure proposals. 
Many residences have more than one vehicle and if there are ten residences allowed 
we are concerned about oversaturation with the planned provision of only five parking 
stalls.

As a note, with regard to the mention, by the developer, of the proposed GreenLine 
station,  28th Avenue and Centre Street is eight blocks away.  People don't typically 
walk 8 blocks to transit.

Please consider the existing and long term residents on our street and in our 
neighborhood and the impact your decision will have on our daily lives.
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